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Objective I am fully capable of following my own innovative and creative edge, although I can follow others. However
my natural leadership abilities drive me further towards the success of my carrier.

Skills * focus on contents and taking down notes
* choice of words

* probing techniques
* persuasive skills
* handing problems/quires
* follow up & feed back action
* Special ability to face and work on stress and under pressure
* Hard worker and competent

* Team worker

Education

Experience

karunarathna Buddhist college ( Sri Lanka )
Ordinary Level Examination ( O/L )
2003 — * C (5)- Buddhist,Mathematics,Social Studies,Music,Geography
* S (2)- Sinhala,Science

karunarathna Buddhist college ( Sri Lanka )
Academi Advances Level (A/L )
2006 — * C(2) - Business Studies,Accounting
* S(1) - Economic

Asian Lanka International Hotel School
All Western Cookery
2003 — Successfully Completed The Programme of Studies in All Western cookery

Softlogic life management center
Softlogic life insurance
2020 — IBSL ( The Institute of Bankers of Sri Lanka ) Exam passed
pro-contract training program

Hilton Hotel Colombo ( Sri Lanka )
Steward & kitchen Helper
* Maintain the specific kitchen area clean hygienic 
* Pickup product from stores in accordance with guide lines 
* prepare mise-en-place in advance of cooking process 
 * Wash,chop and place ingredients in individual bowls and retrieve prepare for use all necessary equipment 

2006/08/05 - 2008/11/30

Holiday Inn Colombo ( Sri lanka )
Steward & kitchen Helper
* Review recipe check and measure necessary ingredients
* Wash,chop and place ingredients in individual bowls and retrieve prepare for use all necessary equipment
* Maintain the specific kitchen area clean hygienic

2009/01/10 - 2010/09/30

Stephynet System pvt Ltd ( Sir Lanka )
Factory Technician

2010/10/01 - 2014/04/30

Forsyth Capital pvt Ltd ( Sri lanka )
Business Development Officer
* Daliy collections of customers 
* Organizating  team work and mmainten good team  workers 
*  Target achievements
*  Supervisor and team leader

2015/08/01 - 2018/07/30

The Suwadasi Industries works plc ( Sri Lanka )
Production Supervisor ( Parsanal Care Department )
*  Daily attended of all employers 
*  Target achievements 
*  Supervisor and team leader 
*  Supervising the factory and training employers
*  GMP ( Good manufacturing practice ) is a system for ensuring that products are consistently produced and controlled

2018/11/10 - 2022/12/25



Activities

Language

Publication

Signature

according to quality standards
*  ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards 

* Member of school Cricket team
* member of school Prefect union
* member of school Scouts team

* Sinhala
* Tamil
* English

I do hereby certify that the above particles by me this application true & accurate to the best my knowledge

Tharindra Sahan


